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How to integrate 
multiple public and 
private transport 
services into 
thematic itineraries

How to use all these 
services in a single 
interface ?

Thematic Itineraries
Digital mapping of  points of  interest 
and research main character themes

Ecomuseum, Arts and crafts, 
Sports and Natural Landscape

A digital network that only uses wire and local culture to 
make it happen.
Starting from the Comasco-Brianzolo area, three routes intertwine until they reach the 
heart of  the city of  Cantù. Here the connection nodes are the entrances to the diffuse 
museum, the streets are the corridors for a new sustainable mobility, and the new squares 
are places for exhibitions that offer a portrait of  the great Canturina identity.
Through the most ancient art of  lace in the creations of  master craftsmen, the sports 
tradition that lights up the city and its surroundings with many events, and the wider 
landscape and rural heritage, those who enter Cantù become Temporary Citizens. 
Canturinapp becomes the essential tool for the Temporary Citizen, providing the right 
information, guiding you on the various routes, helping you to purchase mobility services 
quickly and planning new activities and routes. 

Hospitality
Artisans, traders, accommodation facilities, 

restaurants, cultural associations, trade 
associations and many pieces of  a unique 
mosaic are part of  the thematic itineraries 

and the Eco-museum.

Canturinapp
You will find all the information you need: places 

to visit, opening hours, special experiences to 
book. And through the Canturinapp platform 

you will be able to directly book your 
experiences, pay for your tickets, plan your trips 

with a single app.

Experience
People with their stories 
are the great treasure we 

want to offer to those who 
come to visit Cantù

MaaS
To integrate into a single platform all 
modes of  transport both private and 
public which are available in a city, 
offering the user the possibility of  

planning, reserve and paying
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16th International Lace Biennal

Comitato per la Promozione 
del Merletto
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Rethinking 
sustainable mobility

Activation of the 
cycle network

Rethinking parking
outside the city

Rethinking restricted traffic areas, 
connection with the public network
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Exchange nodes
At the four interchange nodes of  the 
transport system, four locations in the 
network are selected where the transfer 
of  users from one mode of  transport 
to another takes place. More precisely, 
services such as bike sharing and 
electric scooter sharing are also 
provided with starting stations in areas 
where it is possible to park the car in 
order to continue by foot, bike, electric 
scooter or bus in the city's zonal areas 
and elsewhere. 
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MaaS a service for Canturinapp
MaaS is the integration of  various forms of  transport services into a 
single mobility service, accessible on demand. For the user, MaaS offers 
added value through
the use of  a single application to provide access to mobility, with a 
single payment channel instead of  multiple ticketing and payment 
operations. The integration of  the Maas within the digital platform of  
Canturinapp makes it easier for any user: permanent and temporary 
citizens. More precisely, it connects the new sustainable mobility 
planning and the planned interchange nodes in a single system easily 
accessible through a single app.
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Eco-disctrics
use of  disused heritage for productive and even 

cultural purposes, as a process of  urban 
regeneration.

Bike paths and sharing stations
rethinking sustainable mobility

Continuous surface
urban green spaces

Drainage pavement
water managment

Multiplication of  public space
urban vivibility
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CANTURINAPP
experiences

Summer Events

CANTURINAPP
feed and follow

Diffuse Digital Infopoint  

Hi I am very interested in lace, I 
would like to know where I can take 
traditional classes? 

Tourist 

Comitato per la Promozione del Merletto

It is possible to join our association 
and attend lace making courses 
offered by us. I'll send you the link 
with the address, come and visit us!

Cantù Lace Association website 

CANTURINAPP
event calendar

Laboratorio per bambini e famiglie

Spettacolo 'Storie di cortile'

Notte Bianca, Trofei MTB e Concert

Escursionismo estivo con il CAI Cantù

Plan a visit
This app serves as your ultimate hub for discovering, 
planning, and booking a wide range of  captivating events 
while also providing seamless access to various mobility 
services such as bike sharing, buses, trains, and more. 

Experience
Canturinapp caters to all your event and 
transportation needs, offering an intuitive interface 
to navigate the city with ease. Tourists and local 
residents are much more connected to each other 
and the city now.  

Event calendar
The app allows them to collabotare for their 
business too. The digital framework connects local 
stakeholders around Cantù through a social 
network to share events and organisation.

Feed and follow
Diffuse infopoints are managed by the inhabitants 
of  Cantù. You can find them in a shop, in a 
craftsman's workshop. You will find all the 
information you need: places to visit, opening 
hours, special experiences to book

Unveiling Cantù's Cultural Gems: 
Sports, Merletto, Woodcraft, and 
more!

Canturinapp is a dynamic mobile application that 
elevates your experience in Cantù, Italy - a city 
known for its rich cultural heritage in sports, 
merletto (lace), woodcraft, and furniture 
craftsmanship. Whether you're a local resident or a 
visitor, this app offers a comprehensive platform to 
explore, plan, and book a wide array of  captivating 
events. Dive into Cantù's vibrant tapestry of  
traditions through an intuitive interface designed to 
cater to all your event needs.
Canturinapp is a versatile and comprehensive mobile 
application that enhances your experience in Cantù, 
Italy.
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Piazza Garibaldi becomes the physical place where the landscape activates 
regenerative processes, on a human scale.
Piazza Garibaldi in particular and the project in general become the physical place 
in which the landscape activates regenerative processes, which can be framed as a 
green performative infrastructure, which activates a sustainable as well as formal 
process.

Piazza Garibaldi

The three axes -via Manzoni, via Dante and via Matteotti-, intercepting the 
dispersed fragments of  the city, allow a new reactivation of  the interstitial spaces 
even on a smaller scale, re-signifying and systematizing them, supporting a final 
outcome that sees Cantù as a city with specific identities locals.

Largo XX Settembre

Intended to generate new internal polarities, the general strategy involves relating
of  the molecular spaces within the city (small disused areas, neighborhood squares, 
internal courtyards, non-places), in order to generate widespread and 
homogeneous qualities. Immersed in the city, these spaces produce effects of  urban 
and neighborhood regeneration, and can potentially be developed by the project 
according to more spontaneous and differentiated languages   and declinations.

Corte San Rocco


